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Abstract
We present a new policy-based multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm that
implicitly addresses the credit assignment problem under fully cooperative settings.
Our key motivation is that credit assignment may not require an explicit formulation
as long as (1) the policy gradients of a trained, centralized critic carry sufficient
information for the decentralized agents to maximize the critic estimate through
optimal cooperation and (2) a sustained level of agent exploration is enforced
throughout training. In this work, we achieve the former by formulating the
centralized critic as a hypernetwork such that the latent state representation is
now fused into the policy gradients through its multiplicative association with
the agent policies, and we show that this is key to learning optimal joint actions
that may otherwise require explicit credit assignment. To achieve the latter, we
further propose a practical technique called adaptive entropy regularization where
magnitudes of the policy gradients from the entropy term are dynamically rescaled
to sustain consistent levels of exploration throughout training. Our final algorithm,
which we call LICA, is evaluated on several benchmarks including the multi-agent
particle environments and a set of challenging StarCraft II micromanagement tasks,
and we show that LICA significantly outperforms previous methods.
1 Introduction
Many complex real-world problems such as autonomous vehicle coordination [2], network rout-
ing [30], and robot swarm control [8] can naturally be formulated as multi-agent cooperative games,
where reinforcement learning (RL) presents a powerful and general framework for training robust
agents. Though single agent RL algorithms can be trivially applied to these environments by treating
the multi-agent system as a single actor with a joint action space, the limited scalability and the
inherent constraints on agent observability and communication in many multi-agent environments
necessitate decentralized agents that act only on their local observations. A straightforward approach
to learn decentralized policies is to train the agents independently, but the simultaneous exploration
of the agents often results in non-stationary environments where learning becomes highly unstable.
To this end, previous work relies on a standard paradigm known as centralized training with decen-
tralized execution (CTDE) [18, 11, 20, 4, 14, 3], where the independent agents can access additional
state information that is unavailable during policy inference.
However, one major challenge of CTDE in cooperative settings is credit assignment, which refers to
the task of attributing a global reward from the environment to the individual agents’ actions. Solving
the credit assignment issue can give useful insights into which agents or agent actions were responsible
for the collective reward signal and may thus substantially facilitate policy optimization, but it is often
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nontrivial since the interactions between the agents can be highly complex. A notable approach is to
assess agent actions by calculating difference rewards against a certain reward baseline [27, 19, 4],
but these methods may be inefficient as they either require a separate estimator for the baseline or
extra simulations with the environment. They also become less effective with complex cooperation
behaviors. Another line of approaches is to represent the global state-action value as a (deterministic
or learned) aggregation of the individual state-action values [26, 20, 25, 14]. A representative method
is QMIX [20], which achieves implicit credit assignment by learning a mixing network that conditions
on the global state and combines the individual agent Q-values to estimate the joint action Q-value.
While these methods allow more complex credit assignment, the capacity of the mixing network is
still limited by the monotonic relationships between the joint and the individual Q-values. Moreover,
since these approaches are value-based, extensions to continuous spaces may require additional
strategies that can compromise performance and/or complexity.
In this work, we propose a new policy-based algorithm called LICA for learning implicit credit
assignment that addresses the above limitations. LICA is closely related to multi-agent deterministic
actor-critic methods [24, 13] where the decentralized policies are directly updated in the direction
of the approximate joint-action Q-value gradient. Our key contribution is to extend the concept
of value mixing [26, 20, 14, 25] to policy mixing, where the centralized critic is formulated as a
hypernetwork [5] that maps the state information into a set of weights which, in turn, mixes the
individual agent action probabilities into the joint action-value estimate. Compared to [13], this
practical formulation allows the decentralized agents to learn optimal cooperative strategies by fusing
the current state into the policy gradients while removing the need for explicitly formulating agent
communication or policy approximation. It also trivially achieves higher expressiveness than value
mixing methods as there are no inherent constraints on the centralized critic’s mixing weights.
Another notable challenge for policy-based algorithms and particularly deterministic methods [24,
12, 13] is maintaining consistent levels of agent exploration for preventing premature convergence to
sub-optimal policies [29, 15, 1]. Many existing methods [23, 7, 9, 13, 28] do so by introducing an
additional entropy loss term that favors more stochastic actions. However, we argue that its vanilla
form is ineffective for this purpose due to the undesirable curvature of the entropy function derivative
with respect to the action probabilities. To this end, we further propose a simple technique called
adaptive entropy regularization where the magnitudes of policy gradients from the entropy term are
inversely adjusted based on the policy entropy itself. We empirically show that this allows easier
tuning of regularization strength and more consistent levels of agent exploration throughout training.
We benchmark our methods on two sets of cooperative environments, the Multi-Agent Particle
Environments [13] and the StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge [21], and we observe significant per-
formance improvements over previous state-of-the-art algorithms with faster convergence. We also
conduct further component studies to demonstrate that (1) compared to difference reward based credit
assignment approaches (e.g. COMA [4]), LICA has higher representational capacity and can readily
handle environments where multiple global optima exist; (2) our adaptive entropy regularization is
crucial for encouraging consistent exploration and faster policy convergence in complex scenarios.
2 Related Work
Explicit Credit Assignment. In general, explicit methods provide strategies for attributing agent
contributions that are at least provably locally optimal [10]. COMA [4] is a representative method
that uses a centralized critic to estimate the counterfactual advantage of an agent action, but it quickly
becomes ineffective with complex cooperation behaviors. SQDDPG [28] provides a theoretical
framework where credit assignment is based on an agent’s approximate marginal contribution as it
is sequentially added to the agent group. While theoretically justified, this formulation assumes an
initial oracle scheduling the agents with global observation that is often unavailable in practice.
Implicit Credit Assignment. In contrast, implicit methods do not purposely assess the individual
actions against a certain baseline, and most previous methods address credit assignment by directly
learning a value decomposition from the shared reward signal into the individual component value
functions [26, 20, 25, 14]. An earlier work is VDN [26], where the value decomposition is linear and
the state information is ignored during training. QMIX [20] presents an improvement by conditioning
a hypernetwork on the global state for a non-linear mixing of the individual action-values, but
it is still limited by the monotonicity constraint of its mixing weights. QTRAN [25] attempts to
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address these limitations with a provably more general value factorization, but it imposes intractable
constraints even for discrete state-action spaces [14]. Compared to these value-based methods, our
policy-based LICA easily extends to continuous actions, provides higher expressiveness as no additive
or monotonic constraints exist, and shows stronger empirical performance in complex environments.
Deterministic Policy Gradients (DPG). As our method learns the decentralized policies by maxi-
mizing a joint action value function, it is related to the family of DPG algorithms [24, 12, 13] which
consider deterministic policies to more efficiently estimate the policy gradients of the action-value
function. MADDPG [13] extends the framework to multi-agent settings, where each agent maintains
a separate centralized critic for learning different reward structures. In contrast, our formulations
have higher capacity for learning complex agent cooperation while being simpler and more efficient.
Entropy Regularization is a common technique for improving policy optimization by inducing
more stochastic actions and a smoother objective landscape [1], where most existing methods [29,
6, 15, 22, 23, 7, 9, 13, 28] augment the training objective with a weighted entropy loss term. Other
formulations [16, 1] introduce a decaying schedule for the regularization strength. As mentioned in
Section 1, we argue that its current form is ineffective at sustaining a consistent agent exploration
level that is often required for uncovering optimal joint actions in challenging environments.
3 Methods
3.1 Preliminaries
A fully cooperative multi-agent task with n agents A = {1, ..., n} can be formulated into a
Dec-POMDP [17] as a tuple G = (S,U, P, r, Z,O, n, γ). At each time step t, each agent a
chooses an action uat from its action space Ua ∈ {U1, ..., Un} ≡ U , forming a joint action
ut ∈ (U1 × · · · × Un) ≡ Un. P (st+1|st, ut) : S × Un × S → [0, 1] is the state transition func-
tion where S is the set of truth states and st ∈ S is the state at time t. r(st, ut) : S × Un → R is
the reward function yielding a shared reward rt for ut, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor. We
consider partially observable settings, so each agent a acts on its local observation zat ∈ Z drawn
from the observation function O(st, a) : S × A → Z where Z is the observation space. To select
an action, each agent a follow its stochastic policy pia(uat |zat ) : Z × Ua → [0, 1], and the agents’
joint policy pi induces a joint action value function Qpi(st, ut) = Est+1:∞,ut+1:∞ [Rt|st, ut] where
Rt =
∑T
i=0 γ
irt+i is the discounted accumulated reward with time horizon T . Our goal is to find
the optimal joint policy pi∗ such that Qpi
∗
(st, ut) ≥ Qpi(st, ut), for all pi and (st, ut) ∈ S × Un.
3.2 LICA: Learning Implicit Credit Assignment for Cooperative Environments
In this section, we present a new multi-agent actor-critic method called LICA that implicitly achieves
credit assignment among agents. The key motivation of our method is that if the decentralized policy
networks can be directly optimized to maximize the output of a perfect joint action value function
Q∗ (s, u), then any converged joint policies should have acquired the optimal cooperative behaviors
without explicitly formulating a credit assignment. In practice, if we assume that a trained centralized
critic network Qpiθc provides a close approximation of Q
∗ at least for the current parametrized joint
policy piθ = {pi1θ1 , ..., pinθn}, then finding an end-to-end differentiable optimization setting where
the policy parameters θ = {θ1, ..., θn} receive gradients with Qpiθc as the criterion, should act as
a proxy for finding optimal credit assignment strategies (e.g. studied in [4]). A straightforward
approach taken by MADDPG [13, 9] is to formulate Qpiθc as an MLP that maps the concatenation
[s‖pi1θ1(·|z1)‖ · · · ‖pinθn(·|zn)] into the joint action Q-value estimate. However, the critical drawback
is that the gradients ofQpiθc w.r.t. θ will not carry any state information as vector concatenation implies
that the respective linear transforms of s and piaθa(·|za) for all a are associated through addition.
A better approach is to instead formulate Qpiθc as a hypernetwork [5] that maps s into a set of weights
W that, in turn, maps the concatenated agent action probabilities into the joint action Q-value
estimate. The key insight is that ∇θQpiθc are now expressed in terms ofW, which are effectively
latent state representations, due to their multiplicative association with the stochastic actions. The
resulting centralized critic hypernetwork, which we call the mixing critic, can be optimized by directly
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Figure 1: Architecture for LICA. (a) Architecture for the decentralized policy networks. (b) Archi-
tecture for the centralized critic network. Best viewed in color.
Algorithm 1 Optimization procedure for LICA
1: Randomly initialize θ and θc for the policy networks and the mixing critic respectively.
2: for number of training iterations do
3: Sample b trajectories D1, ...,Db with Di = {z0,i, s0,i, u0,i, r0,i, ..., zT,i, sT,i, uT,i, rT,i}.
4: Calculate accumulated rewards {R0,i, ..., RT,i} for each trajectory Di.
5: for k iterations do
6: Update the mixing critic by descending its gradient according to Eq. (1):
∇θc
b∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
[
Rt,i −Qpiθc
(
st,i, u
1
t,i, ..., u
n
t,i
)]2
(3)
7: Update the decentralized policy networks by ascending their gradients according to Eq. (2):
∇θ
b∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
[
Qpiθc
(
st,i, pi
1
θ1(·|z1t,i), ..., pinθn(·|znt,i)
)
+
1
n
n∑
a=1
H (piaθa(·|zat,i))
]
(4)
regressing to the discounted accumulated rewards Rt:
min
θc
Et,st,u1t ,...,unt
[
Rt −Qpiθc(st, u1t , ..., unt )
]2
(1)
With a trained critic estimate, the decentralized policy networks can then be end-to-end optimized
simultaneously to maximize Qpiθc with the stochastic policies as inputs:
max
θ
Et,st,z1t ,...,znt
[
Qpiθc
(
st, pi
1
θ1(·|z1t ), ..., pinθn(·|znt )
)
+ Ea
[H (piaθa(·|zat ))]] (2)
whereH is the entropy regularization term (see Section 3.3). The overall setup and training procedure
are summarized in Fig. 1 and Algorithm 1 respectively. During forward pass, the policy networks map
their local observations zat into the action probabilities pi
a
θa
(·|zat ) that are then concatenated as the
input to the mixing critic, which uses the state st to produce a set of weightsW for transforming the
action probabilities directly into the joint action Q-value estimate. As the architecture is end-to-end
differentiable, we can directly train the agents with the backpropagated gradients. Note that we freeze
the mixing critic during policy training and sample one-hot actions ua from piaθa during critic training.
Discussion. We provide further analyses on LICA as follows. (1) A key distinction from MADDPG
is that LICA isolates the state transformation from the action transformation through the use of a
critic hypernetwork. This gives the advantage that during policy optimization, the direction of the
policy gradients is decoupled from the direction of a state update (which is redundant). This is not
the case with MADDPG since its critic implementation implies that the state and action vectors are
associated through addition. (2) ThroughW, the policy gradients in LICA carry the state information
which is crucial for learning optimal cooperative behaviors without explicitly formulating a credit
assignment. In contrast, the critic formulation of MADDPG implies a poor utilization of the state
information made available from centralized training for implicitly addressing the credit assignment
problem. (3) Because the policy gradients carry the state information, LICA also removes the need for
agent communication, separate critic networks, or inferring other agents’ policies under cooperative
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settings, significantly simplifying the training framework. (4) Compared to value mixing methods
such as [26, 20, 14], LICA easily extends to continuous actions and has higher capacity for implicit
credit assignment since there are no constraints on the mixing critic.
3.3 Adaptive Entropy Regularization
As LICA is policy-based, it shares a common limitation that insufficient agent experience may lead
to premature convergence to poor policies. This is particularly notable when agents are acting in
complex or real-world environments where sampling a large number of diverse trajectories can be
expensive or impractical. To mitigate this issue, previous methods rely on an additional entropy
term H (pia(·|za)) = βH (pia(·|za)) = βEua∼pia [− log pia(ua|za)] for agent a weighted by some
constant β during optimization. The rationale is that penalizing a low policy entropy resulting from
under/over-confidence actions should encourage sustained exploration throughout training. However,
in practice we observe that this is rarely the case: β often has high sensitivity in complex environments
and a tiny nudge could lead to drastically different entropy trajectories; moreover, once policies start
to converge (i.e. drop in entropy), the same regularization term hardly encourages further exploration.
We argue that these issues stem from the curvature of the entropy function derivative which in turn
influences the magnitudes of its policy gradients on different action probabilities. Concretely, let us
first consider a k-class action probability vector pa = pia(·|za) of an agent a with number of feasible
actions k > 2. The derivative ofH with respect to pa is given by:
dH =
[
∂H
∂pa1
, · · · , ∂H
∂pak
]
= [−β(log pa1 + 1), · · · ,−β(log pak + 1)] (5)
assuming natural logarithm. We denote dHi := −β(log pai + 1) and note that dHi depends only on
the i-th input probability pai when k > 2. In particular, note that since dHi is log-shaped, the gradient
magnitudes for dampening high-confidence actions (large pai ) are disproportionately small compared
to that for encouraging low-confidence actions (small pai ). While favoring the latter should help
achieve the former, we argue that in practice, insufficient penalties for over-confidence can still result
in agents sticking to a subset of high-confidence actions while only updatng the action probabilities
of other actions during stochastic optimization. On this basis, a reasonable approach is to manually
induce a larger penalty (gradient magnitudes) for large pai . To this end, we propose a practical
technique called adaptive entropy regularization where we dynamically adjust the magnitudes of the
policy gradients such that they are inversely proportional to the policy entropy itself during training:
dHi := −λ · log p
a
i + 1
H(pa)
(6)
with constant λ controlling regularization strength. We visualize its values and curvature in Fig. 2 (a)2,
and note that large action probabilities now incur greater penalties from the entropy regularization.
This formulation has a clean interpretation that the regularization strength previously controlled by
the constant β is now adaptive based on the agent’s exploration: if the policy exhibits deterministic
behavior (i.e. low entropy), then the strength are scaled up by dividing a smaller term (the entropy);
and if the policy is too stochastic, the strength is scaled down by dividing a larger term. Possible
future work may also generalize Eq. 6 by replacing the entropy H(pa) with other measures of policy
stochasticity, such as a multiplicative inverse of the L2 distance between pa and a uniform action
vector, that may lead to different empirical or theoretical outcomes.
4 Experiments
4.1 Multi-Agent Particle Environments
We first evaluate our algorithm against previous state-of-the-art methods on two common multi-agent
particle environments [13]: Predator-Prey and Cooperative Navigation.
Predator-Prey. In this environment, 3 cooperating agents control 3 predators to chase a faster prey
by controlling their velocities with actions [up,down,left,right,stop] within an area containing 2
2Note that k = 2 is a special case where the action probabilities are directly interdependent and Eq. 5 does
not apply. For visualization purposes, Fig. 2 (a) follows Eq. 5 but note that our analysis applies to k > 2.
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Figure 2: Ablation experiments for adaptive entropy regularization and mixing critic. (a) Plots
of the entropy function derivative before (with β) and after (with λ) applying Eq. 6. (b) Entropy
trajectories during training on StarCraft II 5m_vs_6m (Hard). (c) Test win rates during training.
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Figure 3: Comparing performance during training in Particle Environments. (a) Predator-Prey.
(b, c) Cooperative Navigation with n = 3 and n = 5 respectively.
large obstacles at random locations. To focus on cooperative behavior, we follow [28] where the prey
acts randomly. Each predator only observes its own velocity and position, and its displacement from
the prey, obstacles, and other predators. The goal is to capture the prey with a minimal number of
steps, and the shared reward is the minimum distance between the prey and any of the predators. The
game terminates when the prey is captured and an additional positive shared reward is given.
Cooperative Navigation. In this environment, n agents and n landmarks are initialized with
random locations within an area, and the agents must cooperate to cover all landmarks by controlling
their velocities with actions [up,down,left,right,stop]. Each agent only observes its own velocity
and displacement from other agents and the landmarks, and the shared reward is the negative sum
of displacements between each landmark and its nearest agent. Agents must also avoid collisions,
which incur negative shared rewards. n = 3 by default, but we also extend the difficulty with n = 5.
Training Settings. For all environments, agents are trained for 5000 episodes, each has a maximum
of 200 steps and may end early for Predator-Prey. We follow the open-source implementation
from [28] for the baseline algorithms, including COMA [4], Independent DDPG [12] (IDDPG),
MADDPG [13], and SQDDPG [28]. Each algorithm is trained for 5 times and the mean and standard
deviation of the goal metric (steps per episode and mean episode reward, respectively) throughout
training are reported. See Supplementary for further settings.
Results. Fig. 3 reports the results for the Particle Environments. We can first observe that LICA
performs on par with or better than all previous state-of-the-art methods, verifying its effectiveness.
We can also see that LICA consistently outperforms COMA and MADDPG, confirming its capacity
for credit assignment. Moreover, n = 5 for Cooperative Navigation increases the task difficulty
since now SQDDPG underperforms and MADDPG yields better relative performance due to the
growth of its complexity with n. For Predator-Prey, LICA achieves similar convergence speed and
performance compared to other methods, suggesting a saturation with the environment likely due
to the random (instead of learned) prey. Despite achieving state-of-the-art results, we argue that the
particle environments may not be sufficiently challenging to verify the superiority of LICA, given
that IDDPG, which completely ignores cooperation and/or credit assignment, is already competitive.
4.2 StarCraft II Micromanagement
Configurations. StarCraft II provides a rich set of heterogeneous units each with diverse actions,
allowing extremely complex cooperative behaviors among agents. We thus further evaluate LICA
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Figure 4: Comparing performance across various scenarios in StarCraft II. Top: Easy scenarios
(8m, 2s3z, 1c3s5z). Bottom: Hard and Super Hard scenarios (5m_vs_6m, 2c_vs_64zg, MMM2).
on several StarCraft II micromanagement tasks from the SMAC [21] benchmark, where a group of
mixed-typed units controlled by decentralized agents needs to cooperate to defeat another group of
mixed-typed enemy units controlled by built-in heuristic rules with “difficult” setting; the battles can
be both symmetric (same units in both groups) or asymmetric. Same as previous work [4, 20, 26, 3],
we used the default environment settings from SMAC. Each agent observes its own status and, within
its field of view, it also observes other units’ statistics such as health, location, and unit type; agents
can only attack enemies within their shooting range. A shared reward is received on battle victory as
well as damaging or killing enemy units. Each battle lasts for at most 250 steps and may end early.
We consider 6 battle maps grouped [21] into Easy (8m, 2s3z, 1c3s5z), Hard (5m_vs_6m,
2c_vs_64zg), and Super Hard (MMM2) scenarios against 5 baseline methods using their open-
source implementations based on PyMARL [21]: COMA [4], LIIR [3], VDN [26], QMIX [20], and
QTRAN [25]. COMA and LIIR are policy-based while VDN, QMIX, and QTRAN are value-based.
We follow [3] where all methods use the same batch size (32 episodes) and same number of training
iterations, which is 1 million for Easy (due to fast convergence) and 2 million for Hard and Super
Hard scenarios. All methods also use GRU modules (e.g. see Fig. 1), and they share the parameters
of the individual agent networks. Performance is evaluated every 10000 training iterations using
32 test episodes where agents act deterministically, and we report the mean, min, and max average
win rate of the test episodes across three repeated runs for every method in every scenario. See
Supplementary for further environment and training details and battle visualizations.
Results. Fig. 4 reports the results across all 6 scenarios. We first observe that LICA achieves
competitive and consistent test win rates across homogeneous and heterogeneous groups (e.g. 8m
and 2s3z), symmetric and asymmetric battles (e.g. 1c3s3z and 5m_vs_6m), and varying number of
units (e.g. 2 units in 2c_vs_64zg and 10 units in MMM2), underpinning its robustness. In contrast,
other algorithms have varying performance, e.g. QMIX does not always outperform VDN and
LIIR is only competitive on certain scenarios. LICA also has fast convergence partly due to our
proposed adaptive entropy regularization, verifying its ease of training. For easy scenarios, all
methods solve 8m reasonably well due to the symmetry and homogeneity of the agent groups, but
the heterogeneous agents in 2s3z and 1c3s5z introduce more diverse joint actions and complex
cooperation behaviors that slow down convergence for most methods, while LICA is unaffected due
to its representational capacity. For the asymmetric 5m_vs_6m, basic agent coordination alone such
as “focus firing” [4, 20, 21, 3] no longer suffices and consistent success requires complex cooperative
strategies such as pulling back units with low health during combat. In 2c_vs_64zg, we observe
that while LICA reaches nearly perfect win rate, it underperforms LIIR in convergence speed. We
argue that this is because an optimal control of only 2 Colossus units may prioritize individual
performance over cooperation (also suggested by the competitive performance of VDN over QMIX)
where LIIR may benefit due to its explicit formulation of an individual reward. Nevertheless, on the
most challenging MMM2 scenario involving 10 units of 3 types, LICA’s significant advantage confirms
that its high representational complexity for credit assignment can lead to more superior policies.
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4.3 Component Studies
4.3.1 Mixing Critic
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Figure 5: 1-Step Traffic Junction agent move probabilities
throughout training for the two optimal outcomes. LICA
agents learn to pass in order much faster than COMA agents.
1-Step Traffic Junction. To ver-
ify the credit assignment capacity of
LICA, we introduce a simple 1-step
environment where multiple optimal
joint actions exist. The motivation
is that explicit assignment methods
based on difference rewards have lim-
ited capacity for complex credit as-
signment, and having multiple optima
is one such scenario that is also common in the real world (e.g. traffic management). The 1-step
game involves two vehicles controlled by two separate agents attempting to pass a traffic junction
in order. Each agent can either pass or wait; if both try to pass or wait at the same time, they
receive a shared reward of 0; otherwise they receive a shared reward of 1, resulting in two optimal
joint actions. Taking COMA [4] as a representative example, difference reward based agents will
expect a counterfactual advantage of 0 over the four possible joint actions; that is, if the centralized
critic captures the true joint action value function, then COMA agents perform as good as random
agents (though in practice, imperfect value functions and/or random exploration may allow agents
to converge to optimal policies). To experiment, we train LICA and COMA agents for 500 random
initializations each with 60 training iterations and show the mean and standard deviation of the agent
action probabilities for the two optimal outcomes in Fig. 5. The fast convergence speed and low
policy entropy verify the effectiveness of LICA’s implicit credit assignment.
Ablations. We further perform an ablation study on StarCraft II 5m_vs_6m (Hard) where the mixing
critic is replaced with an MLP which takes the concatenated state and actions as the input, yielding
a single-critic variant of MADDPG [13]. The results of two runs (λ ∈ {0.03, 0.04}, labeled with
“(MLP)”) are reported in Fig. 2 (b,c). Given similar levels of exploration as LICA (λ = 0.09), the
poor performance clearly indicates the necessity of our mixing critic to learn optimal joint actions.
4.3.2 Adaptive Entropy Regularization
We further perform an ablation study to verify the effectiveness of our adaptive entropy regularization
and report the results in Fig. 2. We first observe that the adaptive control of regularization strength
(with λ) leads to sustained levels of exploration throughout training, which is not the case with the
vanilla entropy regularization (with β). This property also makes tuning regularization strengths
easier: increasing the strength from the sub-optimal λ = 0.06 where the policy converges prematurely
to λ = 0.09 causes a predictable change in the entropy trajectory (Fig. 2 (b)); this is not the case
when tuning the default entropy regularization (β ∈ {0.12, 0.14, 0.16}), where slight changes in
initial strength can lead to similar or vastly different entropy trajectories. We also see that despite
β = 0.16 gives reasonable win rates (already outperforming all other methods in Fig. 4 (d)), the agent
exploration levels are drastically different before and after converging to exploitable policies (i.e. leap
in win rates); in contrast, adaptive regularization encourages a consistent exploration level where the
policy steadily improves (λ = 0.09). We believe that given a large β and sufficient training, the vanilla
formulation can ultimately converge to similar performance due to LICA’s inherent high capacity,
though the empirical results justify the need for our proposed adaptive entropy regularization.
5 Conclusion
We present LICA, a new policy-based multi-agent actor-critic method that aims to implicitly address
the credit assignment problem by learning the decentralized policies directly from their joint action
Q-values. Compared to previous methods, LICA has a simpler and more general formulation that
also has a larger capacity for complex credit assignment as verified by extensive experiments. To
mitigate early convergence to sub-optimal policies, we further introduce a practical technique to
dynamically adjust the strength of entropy regularization for encouraging sustained agent exploration
throughout training. For immediate future work, LICA can be extended to continuous action domains
such as physical control since there are no inherent constraints on the inputs to the mixing critic. It is
also worth exploring further theoretical properties of our adaptive entropy regularization scheme.
8
Broader Impact
As many complex real-world problems can be formulated as multi-agent cooperative games, this work
provides an effective approach to these problems. For example, decentralized agents can be applied to
network routing optimization to speed up transmission, traffic management with autonomous vehicles
to maximize traffic flow, and efficient package delivery with swarms of drones to reduce delivery costs.
However, since our method relies on deep neural networks to implicitly attribute shared outcomes
of the agent group to the individual agents, it faces the “black box problem” where behaviors of the
individual agents may not be interpretable or rational from the human perspective. Furthermore, when
maximizing a shared reward in multi-agent cooperative settings without considering the status of the
individual agents, ethical issues may arise when the optimal joint action requires sacrificing certain
agents. Using the task of traffic management with autonomous vehicles as an example, maximizing
the total traffic volume could lead to indefinite delays for a subset of the vehicles.
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